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EDITORIAL :
Well, here we are in the 40th year of the Federation. The
focus in this issue is, unsurprisingly, on reminiscences
of the early days, articles submitted by sides that
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NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter is the quarterly publication of
the Morris Federation. The aim is to provide a
platform for news, views and announcements
relating to the world of traditional dance and
associated activities. The Newsletter goes out
to each member group and individual member
of the Morris Federation. Additional copies can
be ordered by group members at an additional
cost per copy of £10 for one year’s issues. To
be a living publication the Newsletter must be
read so PLEASE make sure that your copy
gets circulated as widely as possible. The online version will be available shortly after the
printed copies have been distributed.
MEMBERS’ MANUAL
All members of the MF should have a copy of
the Members’ Manual. This contains a lot of
material that members may need to refer to from
time to time. If you have misplaced the free copy
sent to you when you joined, a replacement (or
additional copies) can be purchased from the
MF Secretary at the cost of £6.50 (inc. p&p)
each. Please make cheques payable to ‘The
Morris Federation’.

Front cover photograph:
Printed by:

One such memory is from my predecessor, Doug
Bradshaw, who edited the Newsletter for 5 years. This
is also my 5th year at the job, and I gave notice at the
2014 AGM that I would like someone else- probably
younger - to take over in 2016, following this year’s
AGM Anyone who might consider taking on this role
is welcome to contact me for an informal discussion
on what it actually entails.
The 2015 AGM and Day of Dance, organised by
Mr. Wilkins ‘Shilling and based in Bath (where the
inaugural AGM was held) is shaping up to be a truly
memorable event. Full details and a booking form can
be found in this issue.
Also thinking to the future, plans for a comprehensive
data base of morris dances are progressing.
Colin
ADVERTISING
The Morris Federation does not necessarily endorse any product
or service advertised in or with the Newsletter. Enclosures, other
circulars, and items of advertising relevant to commercial products can
be distributed with the Newsletter. A fee is charged to the advertiser
for this service. Enquiries concerning any form of advertising through
the MF should be addressed to the Newsletter Editor.

ADVERTISING RATES
Non-member
commercial
Colour B&W

Full page

MF Member Side or Individual
business
event/recruit
Colour B&W

£75

£60

£45

£35

£25

£45

£35

£25

£20

£15

£25

£20

£18

£12

£8

n/a

£12

n/a

£8

£ 5

(portrait)

Half page
(landscape)

Quarter
(portrait)

Eighth

Limited space for colour adverts available. All adverts will appear on
Web edition of Newsletter as well as paper copy. Prices are for artwork ready. Jpg or pdf format preferred for any illustrations. MS Word
docs may require some reformatting. Cheques payable to ‘The Morris
Federation” . Discount for multiple insertions - please enquire. All
copy & payment to the Newsletter Editor.

Pateley Sword
Hedgerow Print Ltd, Crediton, Devon. 01363 777595
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April. So much so that our allotted places were
lled over a month ahead of the closing date! I
hope this doesn’t stop you travelling to the same
region again later in the year to help us celebrate
our 40th Anniversary on 26th September. Mr.
Wilkins’ Shilling have been doing sterling work
in preparation for hosting the celebrations, which
promise to be top class. If your team is also
celebrating 40 years in 2015, then why not write
an article for the Summer Newsletter, when we’ll
be celebrating all things 40!

What a start to the year!
After seeing in the New Year with Shefeld City
Morris, I enjoyed a bitterly cold Whittlesey Straw
Bear dancing with Rivington Morris. It was great
to see so many Morris Federation teams there,
and to be able to wish Happy New Year to lots
of dance friends.

The MF committee were recently approached by
Sally Wearing, a former MF President, offering
Health and Safety advice to our members. I’m
pleased to say that we have taken Sally up on her
offer (see page 6), which I hope you’ll nd a useful
service, especially given the greater emphasis on
health & safety when organising dance-outs and
events.

That was followed by another cold, and to
start with, snowy weekend on a traipse around
Goathland, with the Goathland Plough Stots on
their annual day of dance. I was honoured to
be invited to speak at their annual dinner, and
thoroughly enjoyed reecting on their many
achievements, and their ability to keep their
village tradition alive, and growing, against the
odds. As well as being MF members, they are
also in the Sword Dance Union, and will be
hosting this years’ Longsword Competition on
3rd October.

In true tradition, I’ve only just nished typing this
on the copy date – but as I’ve just been teaching
two complete beginners to clog dance, and
they’ve both invested in clogs to continue, I feel
justied!
I look forward to seeing lots of you in Bristol!
Happy Dancing!
Melanie

Together with two weekend dance practices
January seemed to last forever, so it was a bit
of a shock to nd myself at my second Joint
Morris Organisations (JMO) AGM on Sunday
8th February, together with Jenny & Mike
Everett, representing the MF.
At our AGM in September you passed a motion
for me to ask JMO to agree a constitution setting
out it’s aims and objectives. This was raised,
and discussed at length, and agreed that as
JMO was not an organisation in it’s own right,
but a collaboration of the three organisations
(The Morris Federation, The Morris Ring and
Open Morris) to promote morris dancing, and
address issues of common interest, e.g. public
liability insurance, that we did not require a
constitution. Instead we have agreed to a
Statement of Purpose, which is currently being
drafted, and which will be published to each of
our websites.
We’ve had a great take from MF teams for the
JMO National Day of Dance in Bristol on 18th
5

Health & Safety for the Morris Federation
Why do you, a member of MF, need H&S advice?
At some point, health and safety is probably going to be an issue for your team. You might need:
* risk assessments, e.g. because a council asks for one so you can get permission to dance
* event plans, e.g. for processions and other events held in public
* advice and guidance on a specic topic, such as noise, trafc management, re safety (e.g.
aming swords, torches, requirements for props, sleeping accommodation, etc.), child
protection, emergencies, etc.
* specic support, for instance following an accident or incident, or an insurance claim.
If you do and you aren’t sure what to do, ask me. Most H&S issues are straightforward, but sometimes
you might need some help. If you do – please contact me.
Having retired recently after 25 years as a professional H&S practitioner, I’ve volunteered to provide
health and safety advice and support to the Morris Federation and its members. I’m pleased to say
that MF’s committee has accepted my proposal so I am now MF’s H&S Advisor.
The list above is not exhaustive. H&S advisors deal with many different issues and I’ll do my best
to help whatever your H&S problem is.
As soon as I can, I am going to provide template risk assessments and plans, which you can adapt
to your own events, circumstances, etc. These will be available on MF’s website and by email.
Why am I doing this?
Because I have the time, qualications, knowledge and experience. And I like a challenge.
My morris life started at University in 1972. Since then, I have danced, fooled, taught, organised
events and processions, worked at festivals, and generally been very involved in morris and sword.
I was on the Federation committee for 16 years, rst as Meetings’ Secretary then President.
I became a health and safety practitioner in 1989. I am a Chartered member of the Institution
of Occupational Safety and Health (CMIOSH), which probably means nothing to you but is the
recognised status for qualied H&S practitioners. I have extensive H&S experience both in the
entertainment sector generally, and specically with morris, sword and folk events.
How do you get help?
Inevitably, I will mostly provide help by email, telephone or even post. My full contact details are at
the end of this article and will be repeated in future newsletters. Please start by emailing me:
But don’t delay – do it as soon as you can! I’m going to be travelling a lot so I might not be able to
respond immediately. I will do my best to answer emails wherever I am in the world but wi- is not
always available, even now!
I’m looking forward to hearing from you.
Sally Wearing
MF H&S Advisor
0118 946 3125 or 07939 488971
9 Deans Farm, The Causeway, Reading, RG4 5JZ
sallywearing@outlook.com
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Pateley Longsword
In the Winter Newsletter I thought I’d included
photographs of all the sides that attended the
Federation AGM & Day of Dance in Keswick.
Even though the number of sides depicted was
one short of the total attending the event it wasn’t
until Ted Dodsworth, of Pateley Longsword,
contacted me that I realised who had been left
out. I promised them pride of place in this issue.
Colin Andrews

We were formed in 2003/4 by a group of
experienced dancers from the Harrogate area.
Andy West and Dave Blight and a few others
wanted to learn some Yorkshire Longsword. We
started practising upstairs in the Pateley Club
in Pateley Bridge but started to bring the ceiling
below down so had to move to a variety of
halls ‘till we settled in Glasshouses just outside
Pateley. We had quite a turnover of members to
begin with and quickly became a mixed side.
Our rst public performance was in May 2005 at
Anita’s 50th birthday party in Ripley Town Hall,
which went down extremely well.
We also had a great social life outside the
Longsword, we often partied at Andy & Janet’s
house and in one of these sessions we became
Pateley Real Ale Tasting Society (Longsword
Division)! That stuck for years but as we appeared
at more and more festivals we became Pateley
Longsword.

‘Chicken Dance’ aka The Yellow Basque taught
to us by Tess Goldsmith* We also intersperse
the Longsword with Twiglet and Days of Truce.

All our Longsword dances are made up by
ourselves and we have dances for 8, 6, 5,
4 and 3. The 3 sword lock has to be seen to
be believed! We’re good at writing dances but
terrible at naming them hence The Old 6, The
New 6, The 5 Man, The 4 Man etc.
We have danced at many locations from pubs to
festivals including French ones and are always
looking for new places to perform.

We also enjoyed social dancing in the pub
after practice and out of this came our famous

Front page and sword dance photos, Keswick 2014.
Top right; The Chicken Dance 2011

*Obituary p. 16
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Coming Events
ALIVE AND KICKING DAY OF DANCING Tonbridge plus those Kent sides whose base
Witham, Essex, Saturday 9th May 2015
We would be delighted if any Morris sides were
able to join us on our annual day of dance from
10.00 am to 3.00 pm in this historic market town
to make this a truly spectacular day.
If you are interested in joining us please reply to
as soon as possible. For further details contact:
Alive and Kicking Ruth Teverson Squire
ruthteverson@yahoo.co.uk or corinne.
thompson1@btinternet.com
REGIONAL JOINT MORRIS ORGANISATION
DAY OF DANCE Sun 12 July 2015, Tonbridge

lies further aeld. It is hoped to accommodate
approximately 15 sides in all so it may not be
possible to accept all the sides wishing to
attend.
There will be no charge for this event and
those attending will need to make their own
arrangements for lunch, etc.
Further details will be posted as the arrangements
are rmed up. At this stage it would be appreciated
if sides interested in attending could register their
interest with me as soon as possible.
Brian Tasker email: brian.tasker@totalise.co.uk

Kent, hosted by the Hartley Morris Men

SARUM MORRIS WEEKEND OF DANCE

Morris and sword sides are invited to apply for this
day of dance which is being held in conjunction
with the 9th SIBA South East of England Beer
Festival. The festival is being held in the grounds
of the Tonbridge Juddians Rugby Club, (TN9
1HR). It is intended to dance at several sites
around the town, possibly including Tonbridge
Castle lawn as well as at the beer festival. Dancing
will commence at 11.00 am and continue into the
late afternoon. There will be a massed show at a
suitable location at some point during the day.
At this stage we wish to bring the event to the
attention of all sides within a 30 mile radius of

Salisbury, South Wiltshire. 25th - 26th July
Sarum Morris is holding its annual Weekend
of Dance in and around this glorious
city. Please contact me for full details.
Richard Death - Bagman Sarum Morris
email rndeath@Hotmail.com

SDU LONGSWORD TOURNAMENT
Saturday 3rd October, Goathland, N. Yorks
Hosted by the Goathland Plough Stots
With dance locations around the picturesque
village and the nal show case in the village hall,
you will have the choice of exhibiting or competing,

Trefor Owen
Gweithdy Clocsiau
(The Clog Workshop)
Henbont Road
CRICIETH
Gwynedd
LL52 0DG
Home tel: 01766 523 695
Workshop/Mobile: 07712 822 453
Email: treforowenclogmaker@gmail.com
WEB: treforowenclogmaker.co.uk

Clogs, Rubber shods, Fancy Laces, Badges and bits supplied as always
“Good metal” Clog Irons tted at the Workshop.
We make ALL our own Uppers, Rubbers and all our own Wooden Soles using only
sustainable, local wood sources.
Very few “Tree Miles” are run up in our business.

dancing your own
dance or tradition.
There
will
be
hard
standing
for caravans &
campers but the
space is limited
and it will be taken
on
rst
come
basis, there will
be indoor camping
in the Reading
Room again this is
limited for space,
B&B available in
village

For further details
please
contact
We can now make Clogs with Vegetarian Uppers though the colour range is limited. jo hn . at kin son @
yahoo.co.uk
or
Sadly we don’t make the Nails yet – but I am working on that!
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Morris Federation AGM 2015
The Morris Federation AGM &
Mr Wilkins’ Shilling
Day of Dance
26th September 2015

40th Anniversary Year
The 40th anniversary year sees a return to the original host, the City of Bath, where Mr Wilkins’
Shilling invites all members of the Morris Federation to a Day of Dance in this historic city.
There will be walking tours of Bath, including a massed stand in front of the Abbey.
The Friends Meeting House, conveniently central, will be the base for the day and venue for the
AGM.
The famous Assembly Rooms, once the centre of fashionable Georgian life in Bath, will be the
venue for an evening ceilidh with dancing to ‘All Blacked Up’.
Ceilidh tickets will be limited and must be booked in advance. Federation members will have priority
for tickets until 31st July 2015.
Adults
£8
Children 5-16
£4
* Please email as soon as possible to indicate an interest in dancing at this event to
mws_agmtreasurer@hotmail.com
* A booking form is included which should be returned by 31st July 2015.
* For information about Bath and places to stay, see our website: www.mrwilkinsshilling.org.uk.
* If you are interested in dancing in the area on Sunday 27th September 2015, please indicate
this on the booking form and we will see what we can do.
For further information contact
Helen (email: mws_morris@hotmail.com)
Sue (email: mws_agmtreasurer@hotmail.com)
website: www.mrwilkinsshilling.org.uk

Draft Programme
(may be subject to change)
09.30 – 10.00
10.00 – 11.00
11.00 – 16.00
16.00 – 16.30
6.30
19.30 – 23.00

Registration and refreshments in the Friends Meeting House.
Massed stand in Kingston Parade.
Walking dance tours of Bath. Staggered lunch breaks (buy your own)
will be included in the programme.
Tea & cake and AGM registration.
Morris Federation AGM.
Ceilidh in the Assembly Rooms. Dancing to ‘All Blacked Up’.
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The Morris Federation AGM
&
Mr Wilkins’ Shilling Day of Dance
26th September 2015
*Booking Form
Name of side:
Style of Dance: Please include a short description of your side and kit.

Contact Name:
Address:
Phone No:

Email address:

Approx. no. of dancers & musicians:
Any particular requirements of your side: e.g. shared musicians with other teams.

Photo of your side:
Please email a recent photo of your side, as a jpeg, to mws_agmtreasurer@hotmail.com
Ceilidh tickets:

Adult
@ £8
Child (5 – 16 years) @ £4

no. ………… = £ ……………..
no. ………… = £ ……………..
Total
£ ……………..

(Ceilidh tickets must be booked in advance).
Are you interested in dancing on Sunday, 27th September? Yes ………

No ……

Please return your completed form plus cheque for the full amount of the ceilidh tickets (payable to
‘Mr Wilkins’ Shilling for MFAGM’.) to:Sue Oldeld, Sunnymead House, Steway Lane, Northend, Batheaston, Bath, BA1 8EH.
If you prefer electronic transactions, please email your form to mws_agmtreasurer@hotmail.com
and pay by bank transfer – bank details provided on receipt of emailed form.
All bookings will be acknowledged by email.
For further information visit
website: www.mrwilkinsshilling.org.uk

* Please copy or cut out this form. It is also available on-line from the Morris Federation
website. The whole Newsletter is also available on-line.
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EXTRA COPIES OF NEWSLETTER ?
If you have submitted photographs and/or articles
for publication and would like extra copies of the
Newsletter, these are available only if ordered
and paid for in advance within two weeks of the
advertised copy date Please give: Name of side,
contact person, postal address, No. of copies @
£3 each

Memories ...
Past President

Barry
Goodman

Cheques payable to Morris Federation
Post request to the Newsletter Editor, Bonny
Green, Morchard Bishop, Crediton, EX17 6PG

I remember watching some of the early Women’s Morris sides at Sidmouth in the 1970’s - teams
like Cardiff Ladies, Windsor, Martha Rhoden’s Tuppeny Dish and Yorkshire Chandelier - all still
with us today! During my time as President of the Morris Federation it was a great pleasure to
meet with sides from all over the country, and to savour the great hospitality offered at MF AGMs in
Chelmsford, Otley, Bretforton and Shrewsbury, as well as memorable JMO days of dance in Bury
St Edmunds, Shefeld, Stratford-on-Avon and Exeter. Indeed, one of the best things about being
President was working with the Morris Ring and Open Morris on matters of importance to all Morris
dancers, and I treasure the friendships I made through these meetings. A very happy 40th birthday
to the Federation, and may there be many more anniversaries to come!

Invitation to contribute to an exhibition of photographs:
“I didn’t know women were allowed to do that…”
This call for photographs appeared in the Winter newsletter but did not include the address
to which they should be submitted. Please send photos for consideration for the exhibition
to notation@morrisfed.org.uk with the subject line “photo for MF40th”.
This year the Morris Federation will be celebrating the 40th anniversary of its foundation as the
Women’s Morris Federation. As part of the celebrations the headquarters of the English Folk Dance
and Song Society, Cecil Sharp House, will be hosting an exhibition entitled ‘I didn’t know women
were allowed to do that’, curated by Charlotte Dover of Fool’s Gambit and Windsor Morris. We
would like to show photographs of women dancing and playing for dance, representing all forms
of dance styles included in the Morris Federation. The aim is to show strong images of current
performances, so if you have taken any great pictures in the last couple of years, please submit
them with a description of the team involved and the place and date of the photo.
Additionally, if anyone has any particularly interesting photographs of early Women’s Morris
Federation teams, or women morris dancing pre-1970s, we would be very interested, so please let
us know!
The closing date for photographs to be sent in for consideration is Monday 29th June 2015 but
we would be grateful for your contributions as soon as possible. We would like electronic, high
resolution photos, or teams can post lower-resolution copies to Facebook or Twitter[1] with the
hashtag #MF40th and we will get back to the poster if we want a high-res copy for the display.

Disclaimer: not all photographs sent in will necessarily be used in the exhibition, but we will try to
include as many as possible. All photographers will be credited.
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Paul White’s
Diary
Contact Paul at pwhite420@btinternet.com and
follow him on Twitter @morrisbells ot Fcebook
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Poynton Jemmers at 40
We were one of the very rst sides dedicated to
the revival of women’s north-west morris, and our
amazing research team collected and notated a
number of dances from Cheshire, speaking to
women who had performed and taught them in
the 1920s and 30s. We still perform most of these
dances, along with previously published dances
and some we have developed ourselves.
We believe that in
1978 we were the
rst women’s northwest team to be
invited to Sidmouth
Festival, and we
have enjoyed a long
and (mostly!) happy
career dancing all
over the country and
abroad, and making
many, many friends.
To celebrate our
40th birthday we are
planning a day of dance in Poynton on June 6th
with other local teams and a party for current
and former members, and a tour in September
(details still a bit vague ... pubs still to be
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researched) during which we hope to meet up
with teams from outside our area.
As far as the future is concerned, despite
intensive efforts to recruit, our average age is
creeping up and we are struggling to eld a team
that’s t enough to perform north-west morris
at its energetic best. It seems that here in the
north-west at least,
younger women are
reluctant to engage
with
the
local
style,
preferring
Cotswold
and
(overwhelmin gly)
Border morris. It
would be great if we
could pass on our
wonderful tradition
in some way, even
to a new group, but
in the meantime we
are looking forward
to celebrating our
birthday, and wish all the other teams well who
are hitting forty this year.
Alice Walker

Lost Morris - Still Remembered
Some sides that were formed in the midseventies are still going strong and
celebrating their 40th anniversary this
year. Others, for various reasons, have
fallen by the wayside. The following article
was originally commissioned as part of a
series Lost Morris of Devon for Devon’s folk
magazine, What’s Afoot.

Our rst kit ...

THE MAIDS OF BARUM [1975 – 1985]
A personal view from Barbara Verdigi with
acknowledgments to Francis Verdigi
Around the early 1970’s there was a veritable
explosion of folk revival in North Devon; The
Hunting of the Earl of Rone in Combe Martin,
still going strong, the North Devon Mummers,
still very active, a second folk club “Thursday
Folk”, the Barnstaple Morris Men, Bloatertown
Country Dance Band, (still playing), The Maids
of Barum and many more. All these were started
up by young folk enthusiasts in their early
twenties.
The Barnstaple Morris Men originated from
members of the North Devon Folk Club in 1973
with two good musicians and Cecil Sharp’s
Morris dance book. Luckily soon afterwards
Glenn Bower moved here from Wheatsheaf
Morris. Not only did he know how to dance but
was an excellent dancer and teacher. In their
rst year wives and girlfriends went out with
them and bagged the crowd as there were not
enough men to do it.
That autumn some wives and girlfriends
decided that this looked like fun and started a
morris side of their own called The Maids of
Barum. We rst went out in early 1975 with the
Barnstaple Morris Men musicians playing for
us. We went to workshops in run by the Cardiff
Ladies Morris with Tubby and Betty Reynolds
teaching. In those days women’s sides were
steered towards dancing traditions that men
thought could be danced in a “genteel” fashion.
Our kit went through a few changes over the years
reecting our style of dance. Originally we wore
ankle length dresses and were advised, by the
men, that bells on our knees were inappropriate
14

... plus aprons and bonnets
[probably correct considering the length of our
dresses] so we wore them on our shoes. We
were naïve in thinking that the Barnstaple Morris
Men would enjoy our company dancing with them
so after the rst year we danced out at fetes and
pubs but at different venues from them. Pete,
one of the best Barnstaple Morris musicians had
left the Morris Men and played for us for a year
or two.
The Jubilee culottes
After a couple of years the long dresses were
deemed not sensible to dance in and for the
Silver Jubilee we changed to red white and blue
all-in-one culottes so that we could move our legs
freely. This was not a good move. Calls of nature,
necessary after a pub stop, took an absolute age
of undressing and dressing and after the rst
wash they shrunk slightly so when we raised our
arms they rode up quite uncomfortably and so
they had to go. Some of us attended workshops
at Sidmouth and as a side we had been on morris
weekends and been inspired by sides such as
Windsor Morris and Great Western and wanted

various types of dance within a tradition [hanky,
stick, corner, column etc.]. As he was [and still
is] my husband I was aware of his project and
mentioned it to the other members of the Maids
of Barum [I was the lead dancer and teacher]. We
all thought it would be a great idea to have our
very own tradition and not dance copies of other
traditions. Francis was eventually persuaded to
put it all in writing and show us what he meant.
North Devon
This brought a new pride in our dancing and we
continued to dance out as a very successful side
to dance Cotswold Morris in a more energetic until after our 10th anniversary in 1985. As well
fashion. As a start, in 1978, we changed our
kit to what we considered a more appropriate
morris outt, red skirts, white shirts, blue and red
baldricks and bell pads on our knees.
The nal kit
In 1981 everything changed. Francis Verdigi left
the men and became our musician. He had been
a founder member of the Barnstaple Morris Men,
a dancer, their foreman and musician and so was
a very experienced morris dancer. For some time
he had been wondering how a side, founded by
traditional dancers in the 1920’s in , would have
evolved. The premise was this; a few women from
the Wychwood area of the Cotswolds, who had
always been aware of traditional morris dancing
locally and had danced themselves, prior to the
rst world war, moved to North Devon after the
war and started a women’s morris side here which
had thrived into the 20th century. They would
have devised their own tradition, based on the
Wychwood style of dancing but with consideration
for the fact that not all the women were super t
and no one else had actually seen a traditional
dance side dancing. They called their tradition
Wychum and it would eventually contain all the

as dancing locally throughout the summer we
went, as a side, to Sidmouth, Dartmoor and other
festivals and went to various Morris weekends
meeting up with sides such as Cardiff and
Hammersmith and many others. Then in a short
period the majority of our core dancers moved
to other areas of the country and Francis and
myself moved to a smallholding which did not
leave us much spare time for dancing and so
the Maids of Barum ceased to be. Jackie Taylor
and her husband Ken (a Barnstaple Morris
Man) wanted to continue morris dancing and
started the (Bideford) Phoenix Morris, a mixed
morris side [arising from the ashes of the Maids
of Barum] who are still dancing.
The Maids of Barum gave a lot of people the
opportunity to perform in public for the rst time
increasing their self condence and teaching
them to dance and play musical instruments.
Many of the women who danced with us have
gone on to dance and play with other sides, to
dance different types of dance and to start their
own dance groups.
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Tess Goldsmith - an appreciation
Many people in the Morris world will have been
saddened by the death of Tessa Goldsmith on
28 December 2014 following a long illness. Tess
loved dancing and her smile when dancing said
it all. Over the years she was a member of many
teams with many friends. It is a measure of
her popularity that following her funeral
on 13 January that six of her teams
came and danced at the celebration
of her life that followed her moving
funeral service.
Tess was a founder member
of Crosskey in Peterborough.
This is a North West Clog side
who annually dance out at the
Sheringham Lobster Potties
festival and at Whittlesea Straw
Bear. A strong side came to
Tessa’s funeral and they are
planning to hold a day of dance
in her memory in 2016 including
Fountains Abbey near Ripon.

which Tessa was involved with when it
became a mixed side. Tessa loved helping
to devise innovative new longsword gures
and dances. She took Pateley Longsword on
several occasions to Straw Bear, a festival she
thoroughly enjoyed.
However in 2004 she decided she wanted to
form a new Appalachian side who started
learning some of the Tap & Sync dances.
Eventually named Cricket on the Hearth,
the side created some new work, one
of which is now called Tessa’s Dance.
Tessa was also an accomplished
caller, played concertina and loved
dancing at ceilidhs and contra dances.
For several years she organised the
Highside folk dance club. She loved
going for long walks and visiting
places such as Vietnam, USA and
Peru. She spent over 2 years teaching
English in Bhutan for VSO.

Tess was a member of Pig Dyke
and particularly loved the many
opportunities for dressing up in their
amazing black and white costumes
and the freedom of expression of the
Molly dances.
Though Tess loved any type of dancing it
was Appalachian clog or step dancing that
she loved best of all. She was a member
of the Northamptonshire based Tap & Sync
Appalachian side for many years and danced
out with them at Broadstairs Folk Festival last
summer.
In February 2003 she moved to work for the
National Trust at Fountains Abbey as Learning
and Interpretation ofcer, a job at which she
excelled. In moving up from Peterborough she
naturally looked for some Morris sides to join.
She joined Betty Lupton’s Ladle Laikers, a
mainly North West women’s side in Harrogate.
Tess was a very vibrant committed member
and taught the side several dances that she
had learned previously.
A new sword team started in Pateley Bridge,
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When her children were small she
lived in Norway and she was still able to
speak in the language when she returned
to visit friends. She was proud of her 2
boys Damon and Rob and loved spending
time with her 3 young grandchildren. She
is sadly missed by all her family, friends and
colleagues; and she is a great loss to the folk
dancing fraternity.
Anita Roy
Below: The public asks about The Wild Hunt even when
dancing with ‘The Queen’ on St. George’s Day in Horley,
Surrey. See article p.16

On The Side Lines
A view from Sue Young, Ofcial Groupie of
The Wild Hunt, with a T-shirt to prove it!
Maybe it did start as a bit of a joke after I’d been
asked yet again if I belonged to the side by an
onlooker I was holding captive to give a crash
course in Morris lore, but I decided to give myself
the position of Ofcial Groupie and had the Tshirt printed locally with a photo of The Hunt’s
masks ranged in a row across my chest above my
self-appointed title; on the back the provocative
words ‘I follow the Hunt’ – deliberately chosen so
I could inform those who like to sound off, before
checking the facts, that this particular Hunt is
more interested in inicting violence on each
other’s sticks than on the local foxes.
My main duty is to skulk amid spectators to hand
out Hunt leaets and eavesdrop on the sometimes
quite startling misinformation imparted to the
interested-but-ignorant watcher by their ignorantbut-unaware-of-it friends. I particularly enjoyed
the identication of Old Palace Clog, complete
with hoops, as pole-dancers and the demotion
of the Rampant Roosters to Rampant Chickens.
Well, half-right was some kind of achievement I
suppose.
Over the years, I’ve developed an instinct about
who to approach and who to avoid. There is a
particular type of woman who looks at me as
though I’ve just slithered out of a worm-hole
should I try to gently put her right, but by and large
people are only too eager to listen, especially
Americans.
The Hunt holds its Day of Dance in London every
September and, in choosing tourist hotspots,
inevitably attracts a good crowd. Often, tourists
will snap enthusiastically for a few minutes and
then happily disappear without knowing what
they have just recorded, but Americans really
want to know, ask plenty of questions and are
gratifyingly grateful for the information and the
leaet.
The rst time we went to the Oxford Folk Festival
was an unusually testing occasion. First, a young
student quizzed me, declared himself fascinated
and went off to mull over the possibility of joining
a side. Then, I was subjected to an intensive
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interrogation by a lecturer at the University. I
surprised myself by being able to answer all his
questions and felt I’d acquitted myself fairly well,
so was disappointed not to be given a grade
following my grilling, but it was a good reminder
to make sure I really knew my subject.
Onlookers fall into several groups, the
knowledgeable, the interested, the bemused
and the frankly antagonistic. There seems to be
a minority who militantly refuse to even glance
towards Morris dancers as though they fear
contamination. Those who know The Hunt may
think they are not surprised, that maybe the
refuseniks are frightened or repelled by their
appearance, but it happens even to the whitest
of Cotswold sides.
As an outsider attached to the side by my
husband, I spend the ‘off-season’ having little
contact with the group, other than his relating
the gossip after every practice session, so the
rst dance-out of the season is particularly
interesting as it’s there I see new dances
performed and may detect subtle changes
to old favourites. Here, as Ofcial Groupie, I
become a critic, providing feed-back both from
my ‘semi-professional’ view and from what I’ve
heard around me.
Dancers face two main demands when
performing in public – one is to entertain, the
other to show their skills off to Morris acionados,
especially other sides. Obviously, every side
wants to do their best to be slick-footed and
stick-perfect, but the general public will rarely
notice the ’appalling’ mistakes the side might
feel warrant a post-mortem. As a bystander, one
of the appeals is watching people having fun
and it is that which is more likely to attract new
members than the perfect, but sombre exhibition
side. A smiling face (somewhat of a problem
for the masked Hunt), quips and jokey asides
ensure the side interacts with its audience,
bringing them into the performance. I’m not
saying anyone enjoys a sloppy presentation,
but a well-handled error is not a disaster.
There are always those who show particular
interest – they don’t necessarily ask questions
– they are just there, following the side from

stand to stand watching with unusual intensity
– and some of them are really keen on doing it
themselves. Thus, another function of my selfappointed role is to home in on these individuals
and encourage them to join a side, any side.
Obviously, we would prefer them to become a
‘Hunter’, but dancing out at festivals throughout
the South-East and further aeld means that
relatively few live near enough to join, but the
most important thing is to persuade them to
investigate their local side.
That said, The Hunt’s two latest recruits were
picked up 40 miles from Croydon. When they
dance out for the rst time this year in Oxford,
I’ll be there on the side-lines, willing them on and
feeding encouragement. Beside me there will
probably be The Hunt’s ‘Ofcial Camera Crew’
complete with matching T-shirt apart from the job
title.
Even if they don’t exhibit themselves quite as
ostentatiously as we do, WAGS and HABS
are part of every side, quietly helping to oil the
wheels of the Morris machine. I hope they all get
the appreciation I do – if not, I advise them to get
a T-shirt. It works wonders!

Letter to the Editor
With reference to the Editorial in the
Winter 2014 newsletter, I do so agree
with the point “a smile on the faces of the
dancers works wonders”. As a member
of the, sadly now defunct, Ladies of
Green Willow Northwest side, we were
trained to smile whilst dancing under all
circumstances (including sore feet near
the end of a particularly arduous days’
dancing!) Audiences do respond to the
dancers’ enjoyment, & this makes them
usually tolerant to any mistakes!
Betty Moore, Ansley Morris.

Ideas for articles for inclusion in the
Newsletter are always welcome. Send me
an email or give me a ring if you wish to
discuss a suggestion. Meanwhile, please
keep sending the photographs, club reports
of anniversaries, memorable trips etc. Please
try to be concise - articles over 1000 words
may need to be trimmed. The editor reserves
the right to edit! However, I’ll contact if
major revision needed!
Colin
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The Early Days
Val Parker reects on the development of
women’s morris sides and the establishment
of the Federation forty years ago. This is her
abridged version of a longer article “...AND
THE LADIES GO DANCING” The start of a
history of modern women’s Morris Dancing
which can be found under ‘articles’ at http://
notation.apps.morrisfed.org.uk
THE BEGINNINGS – BATH CITY
In the late 1960s, Tubby Reynolds started the
Bath City and University (Men’s) Morris Side at
Bath University, under the umbrella of the Folk
Dance Group. This society had a number of
female members who had joined to do social
dancing, or who had come along because
their boyfriends were morris men. The weekly
meetings started off with the boys and girls
in separate groups. The men would practice
morris and Betty Reynolds would arrange ‘folkstyle’ activities for the girls, through either a
talk or practical sessions. However, it became
increasingly obvious that the girls really wanted
to dance morris.
They began with a few sessions on longsword
and, from October 1971, morris dancing. Betty
had notation of two dances, Whiteladies, Aston
and Runcorn, both known to have been danced
by women, and which Roy Dommett had taught
at an impromptu workshop on women’s ritual
dance, at the Sidmouth Festival that summer.
The girls’ early attempts to dance at university
ceilidhs were rather amateurish and regarded
as a bit of a joke, so they decided they needed
a proper kit and some more dances.
And so it was that the search for dances began.
One of Cecil Sharp’s Morris Books contains
the notation for ‘Maid of the Mill’ as danced in
Headington, Oxfordshire, which seemed to be
the kind of thing the girls were looking for. The
girls asked Betty about it, and she promised to
track down ‘Maid of the Mill’ through her own
sources. More importantly, it was during this
conversation that Betty rst mentioned Mary
Neal, promising to try and get hold of a copy
of the Esperance Club’s book of dances for the
girls to look at.
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After the initial excitement of this discovery, the
Esperance dances proved to be disappointing.
Many of the more interesting parts of the dances
had been removed and replaced by rather
monotonous gures, sometimes just dancing
on the spot. They were therefore abandoned,
and Betty said she would get in touch with Roy
Dommett to see if he could help us. He provided
the ‘Keswick Stage Dance’ and yet another
version of ‘Maid of the Mill’, this time from
Ilmington. It was at this stage that the women
rst found out about Sam Bennett’s female
team earlier in the century, and that this dance
was one that had been danced by them. At the
time, it was agreed that the policy would be to
include in the repertoire only dances known to
have been performed by women at some time
or other in the past, or which were not currently
being danced by any men’s teams.
About this time, it became apparent that there
were other women, notably from Cardiff,
Cheltenham and Oxford University, who were
interested in what Bath City was doing. All had
begun or were destined to form sides of their
own, and they all came to the 1973 Albert’s out of
Town Festival at Bath University. An impromptu
workshop, in which Jim Reynolds introduced the
women to the Wheatley tradition, was slotted
into the programme.
The lack of repertoire persisted. Now, it so
happened that the men’s teams were planning
an instructional weekend and wanted the women
to do the catering (this was the 1970s!). The
women said they would, but only if the men would
cater for them at an instructional for women. The
men agreed.
So Betty called once more upon Roy, who came
down on the weekend of March 10th, 1973 to
lead an instructional for the ‘Alberts Out of Town’
women, about forty of whom came. Roy taught
more dances from Wheatley and Ilmington, some
garland dances and various others. He also
showed lms of present day North West Morris,
including examples of ‘Fluffy Morris’, and gave a
talk on female involvement in morris generally.
By the end of the weekend, the women had a

fair stock of dances to work on and had been point through which events could be organised
given an enormous condence boost.
or advertised, and to whom new sides could
apply for help, recognition and advice. Thus, the
Over the next few months, the Bath City Women Women’s Morris Federation was conceived.
were invited to accompany the Apley Morris Men
on their rst tour of the Bath area, and the Bath City A small advert was placed in the EFDSS
Morris Men on their joint tour with Arnold Woodley’s magazine, inviting interested parties to make
Bampton side, in Bath. As a consequence, the contact. This resulted in an unexpectedly high
women were invited to join Arnold’s team in that number of replies arriving from all over the
year’s Whit Monday celebrations in Bampton. country. Contact was made with them all, and
Arnold said he remembered seeing the Ilmington eventually the Inaugural Meeting of the Women’s
Ladies dancing in Bampton when he was a boy, Morris Federation was held, again at Bath, in
and had no objections to the girls dancing that October 1975.
tradition. And so, by the end of 1973, Bath City
Women’s Morris was truly dancing as a side in About a dozen sides attended the weekend. It
its own right.
began on the Friday evening with a gathering at
WMF IS BORN
The workshop at the 1973 Albert’s Out of
Town Folk Festival marked the rst beginnings
of the spread of women’s morris. The next
to be added to the group of women’s sides in
contact with one another was Chelmsford, who
had heard rumours of women morris dancers,
and who wrote to Betty to ask about them. An
Instructional on Ilmington and Wheatley was run
for them in Chelmsford, and they joined the other
‘pioneer’ sides at a further instructional held later
that year in Cheltenham. This was on November
4th 1973 at the Cheltenham Art College, hosted
by the Cheltenham side, now called England’s
Glory. Once more, Roy was due to lead but
was unexpectedly called away on business. But
it seemed that each side present at the March
Instructional in Bath had since concentrated on
a few dances each and, amazingly, had each
chosen a slightly different set of dances. This
meant that each could re-teach the dances they
had learned well to those who had partly forgotten
them. During the afternoon, each team displayed
their ‘best’ or ‘favourite’ dance, which, again, all
proved to be different. In fact, for a while, there
was a tacit agreement that these dances would
remain more or less exclusive to the side who
performed them there, at least on occasions
when they were present at a joint event.
The real importance of this event, though, was
of a different nature. Those present agreed that
there needed to be a channel of communication
between the sides, to facilitate the giving and
receiving of news and to exchange notes on
dance and music. It could also provide a central
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a pub in Midsomer Norton and continued with
a short Instructional on the Saturday morning.
In the afternoon, two coaches and a converted
double-decker bus (with ‘Women on Tour’ on the
front) were used to ferry the dancers on a tour of
Bath, Paulton, Bradford-on-Avon and Trowbridge
(where the bus broke down!). Following tea back
at the University, Roy Dommett showed some
of his lms of traditional dances and the day
concluded with a ceilidh in the evening. A further
Instructional was given on the Sunday morning
and, in the afternoon, the Inaugural General
Meeting of the Women’s Morris Federation was
held.
During the tour on the Saturday afternoon,
Roy was overheard to remark to another male
observer, “I don’t know what you think about all
this, but I know one thing; you’ll never stop it!”
The following afternoon, the Inaugural General
Meeting of the Women’s Morris Federation was
held.

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR NEWSLETTER
Photographs and illustrations should be
in high resolution .jpg or pdf, though .gif,
.png and .tiff les can also be accepted. Any
illustration embedded in text should also be
sent as separate attachments.
Please ensure that you have permission for
photographs to be published, particularly if
children are included. Credit to photographers
will be given if provided.

USED ITEMS FOR SALE?
Line ads as spacellers like this considered.
£5 for up to fteen words.

Memories ...
... former editor Doug Bradshaw
I took over from Nic Rushton with my rst solo
effort being the winter 2005 issue. Nic had turned
the Newsletter into a proper publication and I
suppose putting the newsletter up on the web
was my contribution. The aim was to get a wider
circulation of the material so lovingly crafted
and the views of the committee members more
widely read. True at one point I found myself
struggling for words, of a polite nature, when it
was suggested that the newsletter on-line should
be held back by “X” weeks from the mailing date
of the hard copy to allow the paying readers to
get ahead of the game. Dear reader I shot that
one down.

dealing with a London based radio interviewer
whose knowledge of Morris was probably based
that Two Ronnie’s sketch. Strangely all other
members of the committee were otherwise
engaged on holidays or washing their hair. So
I tried to explain the ner points of guising to
this chap with no success. For what it’s worth
I see guise as common to many cultures. The
objection to minstrel makeup is totally valid as
it represents a way in which white performers
could mimic the music and dance of coloured
artists without actually having to allow the
coloured artists into the theatre - or the
restaurant, university or bus. To suggest that
the use of face paints, or soot for the hard-core,
in Morris dance is part of this issue of American
racial segregation is bizarre. As is the assertion
I read just last year that all Morris dancing seeks
to mimic African tribal dance and is therefore
offensive! Oops must get off the soapbox.

So impressed was I with the results and having
access to Nic Rushton’s archive of previous
issues I found time to put some back issues up on
the web. Then came a moment when I realised
that whilst colour printing was expensive colour
pictures in the web edition were easy so in then
went. My successor Colin Andrews took up the
baton and got colour into the hard copy edition
and also loaded up some of the rather quaint old
cyclostyled editions.

Anyway it was a fun ve years and I got to see a
few AGM’s and JMO days of dance in an “ofcial”
capacity. I got to explore areas of MS word that I
would never dream of looking at in normal use,
often in the wee small hours as the clock ticked
inexorably towards a deadline. Talking of which
I’ll sign off and pass this over to Colin’s tender
mercies.

What controversial issues stirred the emotions
of our readers in the years I warmed to
editor’s chair? Well the licensing issue and the
“unamplied music” clause rufed a few feathers.
Stern warnings from the president were met by
some robust arguments on audibility and what
I seem to recall as “designated performance
venues”. For me the most memorable issue
was English Miscellany and their problems with
a visiting Latvian team. One town welcomed
them and happily accepted their performance as
free of licence requirements. A few miles away
a neighbouring town demanded a licence fee as
the performance included a team that did not
meet the criteria of being “Morris”. The issue was
eventually resolved but only after one council
ofcer declared that they were “passionate
about local government” though obviously not
about heritage or embracing Europe.

Doug Bradshaw was editor from 2005-2009

AND SOME MORE GUIDELINES FROM
THE CURRENT EDITOR:
Articles accepted in any text format, e.g. doc, docx, txt, odt but NOT scanned pdf.
I usually acknowledge receipt of copy by
email within 2 days. If no response after
7 days please contact me by phone or on
bonnygreen@btinternet.com
For articles about other people or for
obituaries, I recommend that appropriate
person is sent a draft for comment before
submission to me.

Then on a regular basis the national press will
pick up on black face Morris and run that story
– again and again! One year I found myself
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Book Review
Paul Davenport,
Under the Rose:
a miscellany
of Yorkshire’s
traditional seasonal
dances,
Hallamshire Traditions 2015, 168pp.
New books on the history of morris dance
and related traditions are not too common
an occurrence, so Paul Davenport’s book on
dances in Yorkshire is a welcome addition to the
canon of traditional dance.
This book is a comprehensive picture of Paul’s
study during the past 40 years or so, but simply
records it at this point in time since his research
continues and new information keeps on coming
to light.
The book covers the geographical area of
the traditional county of Yorkshire, even
including Gisburn which is now well and truly
in Lancashire, and shows that there is a lot
more to the traditional dances of Yorkshire than

longsword. Paul identies Harvest Guisers and
Mell Suppers, Processional Morris, Plough Lads
Morris, Stots Dances, Longsword, other vestigial
sword dances and Garland Dance. Paul also
includes a short but useful account of the history
of ‘blacking up’.
After this comprehensive introduction of the types
of dance that have so far been found to have taken
place in Yorkshire, there follows an alphabetical
record of the 182 different localities where there
is recorded evidence of seasonal dances. It is
a fascinating account of widespread and varied
traditions and social history, taken from sources
including newspaper accounts, collectors’ eld
notes from the early part of the twentieth century
and personal research. This book contains some
dance notation and music and is well illustrated
with archive and contemporary photographs.
The book is a limited edition of just 250 numbered
copies and is available directly from Hallamshire
Traditions for £10 + p&p via the website www.
hallamtrads.co.uk.
Mike Everett

Traditional British Clogs
Phil Howard - Clogs and Leatherwork
Full-Time professional Clog Maker
www.nw-clogs.co.uk
tel: 0161 494 0224
New email: phil.howard.clogs@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/philhowardclogs

All clogs are made entirely on the premises using only my own soles
(not machine made) and full-grain leather uppers.
Also re-wooding and resoling
Standard and extra-hard rubber soles (shods) and heels supplied www.nw-clogs.co.uk/shods
Original unused clog irons now available including clog nails.
Leatherwork including Badges www.nw-clogs.co.uk/badges , Keyrings, Ear rings, Bell pads, belts etc.
My own work so other designs can be made.
For up to date Prices and Events go to: www.nw-clogs.co.uk
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Not just for the record !
In the Spring Newsletter last year I raised the
concept of a successor to Lionel Bacon’s
Handbook of Morris Dancing, rst published
over 40 years ago. It brought together in one
volume most of the Cotswold and Border dances
available at that time. I also questioned what
form a modern version might take, to include
all the dances that are being performed today
under the broadest heading of morris.

On the positive side, however, there has been
support in principle for such an undertaking
from the Federation ofcers, as well from our
counterparts in the Morris Ring and Open
Morris. Indeed, the Ring’s Notation Ofcer is
also looking to see whether the principles of
the EFDSS folk song database available on
line through the Vaughan Willliams Memorial
Library could be applied to morris dances.

Over the past year I’ve given a given a good
deal of thought to the idea and explored some
possibilities. And very soon realised that it’s not
just a matter of compiling a simple list of dances,
which in itself would be quite a mammoth task.

The whole concept of some form of morris
dance database is gathering momentum. It
will be an enormous undertaking and it won’t
happen overnight. Ultimately it will require
much co-operation from individual sides to
make it work and keep it up to date.

There are several hundred morris sides in this
country alone. How many of these only perform
the ‘traditional’ dances of Bacon’s book, more
or less as described? How many other dances
have been ‘added to’ these traditions? How
many sides have a repertoire of dances largely
of their own invention? And if the ‘morris dance
catalogue is to be comprehensive then is it
appropriate to include North-West, Molly, Stave,
Sword & the various forms of percussive step
dancing?

In the meantime, any comments, suggestions,
or offers of assistance with particular area of
expertise are welcome.
Colin Andrews

I have become even more aware - amazed
might be a better description - at the wealth of
information already available, in particular on
the internet. The Federation’s own website has
links to its extensive on-line archive of dance
notation and articles, while many individual sides
post up details of their dances or video clips on
social media sites. And there are many other
sources to consider. Is there a way of bringing
this diverse material together in a single, multifaceted searchable database?
Which raises further questions: how will the
information be gathered and how will it be
processed, presented and accessed? Indeed,
for what purposes might the data be accessed
and by whom? Some initial exploration into the
use of off-the-peg data gathering and display
software such as a wiki or a google form soon
convinced me that a bespoke programme would
almost certainly be required. With of course
implications of cost.
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Jenny Everett
Willow Cottage, 20, High Street,
Sutton on Trent, Newark,
Notts, NG23 6QA
01636 821672 07931 514510
jenny.l.everett@btinternet.com

A Wight Fifteenth Year
Wight Bells Morris Side enjoyed a very busy and
successful 15th Anniversary year in 2014.
Based on the Isle of Wight, this ladies’ side
dance in the North West tradition with an array
of accessories, e.g. garlands, pompoms, bell
sticks, ribbon sticks and hankies. Our costumes
consist of a blue denim pinafore dress with multicoloured kick pleats worn with uorescent green
tights and matching t-shirt and, of course, the
requisite clogs. Although many of us are now,
dare we say, of more mature years, recruitment
has been constant over the last few years with
the number of dancers rising to sixteen; we are
currently in discussion with the Island’s Morris
Mynahs (junior school girls’ side), the plan being
to start a monthly joint practice session in January
2015. This will enable us to join together and
perform as one, whenever the Morris Mynahs are
able to come to some of our regular venues and
events around the Island. We hope this will help
to keep their interest in the Morris alive, certain
in the knowledge that they can then make the
transition, when they wish, to an already familiar
senior side.
Having staged a successful charity Barn Dance

The customary massed dance always provides
good entertainment at the end of the session at
the Arreton Barns complex.

Two weeks on and Wight Bells were bound
for Normandy to celebrate their 15 years
together. Whilst travelling on the Euroshuttle,
we performed ‘under the channel’ in an empty
adjacent coach, a tradition which we have tried
to maintain since our rst trip to Bruges in 2002
and which always attracts some bemused
onlookers passing through on their way to the
conveniences!
Whilst based in
the beautiful town of Honeur for the weekend
,we travelled to Rouen where we met up and
danced with a French mixed dance group
called Polka & Reverence. The following day
we visited Monet’s Garden at Givenchy and
Les Angelises where Richard the Lionheart’s
castle is strategically situated on the cliff top.

Whilst dancing every Thursday evening from
May to September at Island pubs, fundraising
for charity, Wight Bells also perform at various
Festivals, both on and off the Island. The
Gaffers in Yarmouth attracts some beautiful
wooden sailing ships and so is a popular venue
at the end of May,
June saw the Bells performing at the Wimborne
in April with music from the Bismarcks, Wight
Festival, and mid July at the Lymington
Bells kicked off their summer programme with
Carnival/Day of Dance.
their traditional May Day celebration on Bank
Holiday Monday at the Dairyman’s Daughter in
On August Bank Holiday Monday Wight Bells
Arreton. All the other Island sides are always
can usually be found dancing at the Isle of Wight
invited to this enjoyable and colourful spectacle,
Steam Fairwith the following weekend devoted
together
with the Summerelds Primary
to our own Day of Dance.
Five mainland
School’s Country Dancing Club who perform a
sides (Bourne River, Devils Jump, Festus
couple of intricate and pretty maypole dances.
Derriman, Mayower and Sarum) travelled
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over the Solent to join us at 3 different venues
around the Island. together with the Island’s
own sides (Bloodstone Border, Island Cloggies,
Guith Carnival Morris, Men of Wight, Moonshine
Border and Oyster Girls). Swanage Folk Festival
in September provides Wight Bells with a much
anticipated end of season ‘jolly’, always a great
occasion. However, this year there were still
more local festivals to provide entertainment at
– The Sweetcorn Festival/Fayre in Arreton and,
3 weeks later in mid October, a CAMRA Vintage
Bus and Beer Festival. In December Wight Bells
performed at the Shanklin Christmas Street
Fair, nishing our year on Boxing Day with most
of the Island sides once again joining us at the
Dairyman’s Daughter for some festive dancing
and wassailing – the perfect ending to a highly
enjoyable and successful anniversary year for
Wight Bells Morris Side.
Judith Corney

Snippets
Keeping a tradition alive

Carta 800 years ago this year. King John was
active at Odiham in the days leading up to
the sealing of Magna Carta and on May 29th
1215 he addressed a letter from Odiham to the
Pope complaining about the insubordination
of the barons. He travelled between Windsor,
Winchester and Odiham in early June and on
the 9th June he returned to Odiham and met with
Peter de Roches, Bishop of Winchester, who
accompanied him to Windsor the following day.
On the 10th June he met the baronial leaders at
Runnymede.
Over the Spring Bank Holiday, May 22nd to 25th
, Odiham will be home to a village festival, reenactors, archaeologists, canal boats, an “Ale
Trail” and massed Morris dancing. In preparation
for this major event an embroidery version of
Magna Carta has been completed and will be
on display and a special ‘Magna Carta Anthem’,
has been commissioned by Malcolm Archer,
one of the world’s leading church musicians and
currently Director of Chapel Music at Winchester
College.

The Lancashire and Cheshire Clog Dance
Competitions were revived by Sam Sherry and We already have the support of some 18 Morris
Alan Bell in the 1970’s, and until now have been Sides who will be dancing in Odiham, at the
hosted as part of the Fylde Folk Festival.
castle and surrounding pubs and sites of interest.
And we still have room for more – to come along
The competitions cover Lancashire and Cheshire contact bagman@hookeagle.org.uk
Hornpipe, Old Lancs Heel & Toe, Open Waltz,
and Group Dance, and have borne some brilliant To complete the Magna Carta celebrations
clog dancers over the years.
Odiham will take the lead on June 14th with
Sadly 2014 saw the last Fylde Folk Festival, and
although there will be a Fleetwood Folk Festival,
we have taken the opportunity to lift and shift the
competitions to a more convenient place – Queen
Street Mill in Burnley – on a more convenient
date – Saturday 19th September. This will be
followed by a day of workshops on Sunday 20th
September.
So if you’re a budding clog dancer, why not give it
a go? For more information visit www.clogcomp.
org.uk

A Morris Celebration of the 800th
Anniversary of Magna Carta

the” LiberTea”, an initiative of the Houses of
Parliament and a national celebration of the
liberty and democracy we enjoy today. We
are hoping for 800 people to come together at
Odiham, recalling the 800 poor who were fed at
there by Eleanor de Monfort the month after the
ground-breaking Hilary Parliament of 1265. Bell
ringing from Odiham will feature on Radio 4 at
5.45 am and all Saints Church will then prepare
for a Progression of Bell Ringing that will begin
at 12.15 pm. The Bells at Odiham will begin the
progression and bells at other towers will join
in all along the way to Egham, Wraysbury and
Windsor – thus commemorating King John’s
journey to Runnymede. During the afternoon
there will be tea, cake (and beer!), Morris
dancing, choral singing and hand bell ringing in
the Bury in Odiham. All are welcome

Hook Eagle Border Morris and BasingClog
Northwest Morris are hosting a festival of Morris
Dancing to celebrate the part the ancient village
of Odiham played in the signing of Magna More info.: www.odihammagnacarta.co.uk or via
www.hookeagle.org.uk
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Belfagan’s Charities
On Saturday 6th December Belfagan Morris
presented a cheque for over £600 to Wasdale
Mountain Rescue Team at Muncaster Castle’s
Christmas Fair and on Monday 8th December
to West Cumbria Carers at the Cockermouth by
Candlelight event.

Obituary: Shelagh Palmer
The parish church at Chagford was packed,
with many people standing and the gallery also
full, such was the high regard in which Shelagh
was held by her many friends in the folk world
of dance, song and morris.. Fond memories and
amusing anecdotes from her daughter, her brother
and a close friend, performances of the Padstow
Farewell, her favourite set of American tunes led
by her husband, Mike, and a handkerchief dance
by Cogs and Wheels all created a tting tribute
to a charming and vivacious lady. Very moving,
too, were Tennyson’s Crossing The Bar’ and the
late Sarah Morgan’s setting of ‘Warm be the
Sun’. The order of service was largely planned
by Shelagh herself when she knew her cancer
was incurable, and mourners respected her
wish that they should wear bright colours. She
would also have appreciated the music and song
that followed in due course in the Globe Hotel
afterwards.

Belfagan, who always collect for charity when
dancing out, were hosting the AGM of the Morris
Federation in Keswick at the end of September
with a day of dance. At this event thirty Morris
dancing sides including over 400 dancers and
musicians danced in Keswick. So, the town
was full of music, dance and activity which the
townsfolk and visitors thoroughly enjoyed. In
doing so Belfagan’s yellow charity buckets were
in operation and the amount raised far exceeded
expectations. Morris sides from across England
had a grand day’s dancing and enjoyed the
scenery of the Lakes on an exceptional day. The
Wasdale MRT was chosen as they cover the Shelagh and Mike knew each other as teenagers
most difcult terrain in the Western Lakes and back in Sussex, but it was many years later they
yet have no honeypot towns for collections.
met up again and married, after both had gone
through a divorce. They were founder members of
Belfagan have raised around six to eight Sompting Village Morris, but moved to Chagford
hundred pounds each year for local and national in 1992. Both joined the edgling Winkleigh
charities in the last ten years by dancing out on Morris, and Shelagh continued to dance with
their regular Monday evenings in the summer them right up until last year.
time. The sum raised across this summer was
around £600 for West Cumbria Carers and this When local ladies found that a morris side had
cheque was presented to representatives of the been paid to dance for a function at the Finch
charity on Monday evening at Cockermouth by Foundry, Sticklepath, the possibility arose in
Candlelight.
starting their own side based there. Naturally
Mike and Shelagh quickly found themselves
Belfagan squire for 2014 Jan Dickins said, “We involved, with Mike teaching and playing, while
are very pleased to have been able to raise Shelagh was the rst squire of Cogs and Wheels
money for two good local charities this year, and and served a period as bagman. She danced
look forward to a grand year’s dancing next year with them for the last time before Christmas,
when we shall be raising money for the RNLI.” even though seriously ill.
The twelve regular dancers are keen to have new
members join the side. Any ladies who feel they Shelagh was well-known for her dead-pan rendition
might enjoy learning the traditional dance styles of humorous and sometimes outrageously funny
are invited to come along to practices on Monday poems and songs. She was also the regular
evenings from January 12th at Eagleseld Village caller for Footloose folk dance band, in which
Hall near Cockermouth at 8:00 in the evening.
Mike plays lead melodeon.
Stuart Wiltshire, Publicity Officer Unassuming,
warm-hearted,
ever-cheerful,
persevering, always willing to help – all these
REMINDER
epithets come to mind in thinking of Shelagh.
Copy date for Summer Newsletter is
She will be greatly missed.
FRIDAY 15th MAY
Colin Andrews
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Cogs & Wheels at Stonehenge. Shelagh
Presentation of cheque by Belfagan to Cumbrian Palmer (see obit) far left.
Carers at Cockermouth by Candlelight

